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Abstract 
In [ 1] A. Briiggemam-Klein asks the following question: “Is there a linear-time algorithm 
transforming a regular expression E into an expression E- with -4”,- = _YE\{E}?” In this 
paper we give a recursive definition of E- which enables us to provide such an algorithm. 
Furthermore, we show that 
,E-,y+l -log(lE~+l)+~, 
2 
where IEl is the size of E, and I,!-1 is the size of E-. 
1. A recursive definition of E- 
Let C be a finite alphabet whose symbols are denoted by lowercase letters a, b, c, . . . 
Uppercase letters such as E, F or G will denote regular expressions. 3~ is the language 
denoted by the regular expression E. T(E) is the syntax tree of E. The external nodes 
of T(E) are labeled with 0, E or symbols of Z. The internal nodes of T(E) are labeled 
with symbols denoting regular operations +, ., * or unary +. The size [El of a regular 
expression is the number of symbols its prefix form contains. The size (T(E)] of a tree 
T(E) is the number of nodes of T(E). Of course, we have IT(E)1 = (El. Each node 
v of T(E) corresponds to a subexpression E, of E. If v has one child, it is denoted 
by v,; if v has two children, they are denoted by VL and vR. We denote by d(v) the 
number of children of v. 
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Definition 1. We define E- inductively as follows: 
[E = E or 01 E- = 8, 
[E = a] E-=a VaEC, 
[E = FG] 
FG if E $i! YFG , 
E- = F-G + G- if E E L?,vG and IGI <IFI, 
FG- + F- if E E _?~FG and IFI < ICI, 
[E = F*] E- = (F-)+, 
[E = F+] E- = (F-)+. 
Our claim is that E- is such that LYE- = YE\(E). In order to prove it we introduce 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. 
YE- n {E} = 0. 
Proof. By induction on E. We give the proof for concatenation expression E = FG. 
We have the two following cases: 
Case 1: E $! LYE, In this case E- = E and consequentely _Y’E- = L?E\{E}. 
Case 2: E E 9~. We consider the case where IFI < (G/. 
By definition we have S?E- = 9~..9G- U TF-; thus we get 
L?E- n {E} = (-49F.3~- n (6)) U (9j7- n {E}). 
By induction, we have S!F- n {E} = 8 and YG- n {E} = 0. So L?F.TG- n {E} = 8, 
and we finally get 3’~- n {E} = 0. The case where (GI < IFI is proved in a similar 
way. 0 
Lemma 2. 
Proof. If E 4 JZ’E, Definition 1 yields E- = E, hence YE- = 2~. If E E gE, we 
proceed by induction on E. If IEl = 1 then E = E and E- = 8 so the property is 
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verified. We assume that JE( = rr with n > 1 and that the property is verified for all 
subexpressions of E. We have the four following cases: 
Case 1: [E = F + G]. Let us consider the case E 6 9~ and E E 9~. In this case 
we have E- = F + G- and E E 9~. So we must prove that 9~ = YE- U {E}. We 
have ZE- = 9~ U L?G-. According to the induction hypothesis, we have E E _Yo + 
9pc = ZG- U {E}, therefore ZE- U {E} = 9~ U _.YG- U {E} = 2~. A similar proof 
can be done for the other cases of the definition of (F + G)-. 
Case 2: [E = FG]. Let us consider the case E E 9~, E E 9~ and JGI < (Ft. 
In this case we have E- = F-G + G-, and E E 9~. So we must prove that 9~ = 
ZE- U {E}. We have .YE- = _!Z’F- .8G U YG- . According to the induction hypothesis, 
we have E E 9~ * To = YG- U {E}, therefore YE- U {E} = (_YF-. z;“c) U 2~ = 
(TF- U(E)). 9~. As E E 9~ + 2~ = yips- U(E), we obtain YE- U(E) = 2~. 2~ = 
9~. The other case of the definition of (FG)- (i.e. when IFI d/Cl) is proved in a 
similar way. 
Case 3: [E = F+]. We have 9~ = Ur, 9~~. 
By Definition 1 we have E- = (Fe)+; therefore P’E- = UF, YF-~. If E $! JZ’F, the 
induction property yields _YF = ZF-, and thus 9~ = YE-. If E E _Y;PF, the induction 
property yields 58~ = PF- U {E} and thus 9~ = .YE- U {E}. As E $! 9~ @ E q! YF+ 
we have 
~ = _YE- U {E} if E E YE, 
E 
{ YE- if E $i! YE. 
Case 4: [E = F’]. E E LYE, so we must prove that 9~ = YE- U {E}. We have 
2~ = ~F+U{E}. By Definition 1, (F*)- = (F-)+ = (F+)-, therefore YE- = gF+-. 
F verifies the hypothesis of induction and we know (case 3) that F+ satisfies the same 
hypothesis, i.e. 
{ 
?ZF+- U {E} 
YF+ = zF+- 
if F E Yj7, 
if & @ ZF, 
SO we obtain 2~ = yipF+ U {E} = yF+- U {E} = YE- U {E}. 
Proposition 1. 
YE- = ZE\{E}. 
Proof. If E 4: ZE, by Lemma 2 we have 9p~- = 2~. We can state gE- = ZE\{E}. 
If E E SE, we have TE- fl {E} = 8 (hmma 1) and 2~ = YE- U {E} (hmna 2), 
which implies that _YE- = YE\(E). 0 
2. Size of E- 
From Definition 1, it is obvious that (E- I> IEl. Indeed, no symbol of E is deleted 
when transforming E into E-; furthermore, concatenations may increase the number 
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of symbols in E-. More precisely, we have 
E=F+G: IE-I<IF-I+ [G-l + 1, 
E = F.G: IE-I<IF-l+ IG-1 +min(lFI,IGl)+2, 
E = [F* or F+]: IE-I = IF-( + 1, 
E = [a, E or 01: IE-) = 1. 
In order to compute an upper bound of IE- 1, we first prove a property of 2-trees. 
Definition 2. A 2-tree is a tree where every node has at most two children. 
Syntax trees are 2-trees. The following proposition makes use of the notation intro- 
duced in Section 1 for syntax trees. 
Proposition 2. If T is a 2-tree we have 
“gT min(lTvLI, ITy,I)~ v log(lTI + 1) - ITI. 
d(v)=2 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of T. The proposition is verified for 
I TI = 1. Let T be a 2-tree of root p such that (Tl > 1 and assume that the proposition 
is verified for every subtree of T. We set 
S(T) = Er min(lTvLI~lTvRI) 
d(v)=2 
and 
M(T) = y log(lTI + 1) - ITI. 
S(T) is recursively defined as follows: 
S(T) = 
1 
min( I T,, 1, ITpR I) + S( TpL ) + S( TPR ) if p has two children, 
SUP, ) if p has one child. 
We must consider two cases: 
Case 1: p has one child. In this case the induction hypothesis is S(T,,) <M(T,,). 
By definition of S(T) we have S(T) = S(T,,). We get then S(T)<M(T,,). As IT,,1 = 
ITI + 1 and (x+ l)log(x + l)-xlogx3 1 for all x31, we have M(T,,,)<M(T). So 
we get S(T)<M(T). 
Case 2: p has two children. We have S(T) = min(ITP,I,(TPRI) + S(T,,) + S(T,,). 
By induction hypothesis we have S(T,,) <M(T,,) and S(T,,,) <M(T,,). 
So, in order to prove that S(T)<M(T), it is sufficient to prove that 
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Fig. 1. Graph of the function xlogx - (x + 1) log (x + 1) + 2.x, for x in IO, 11. 
We will use the following property (see Fig. 1): 
v_X El& 11, xlogx-(x+ l)log(x+ 1)+2X<o. 
Let np min(lTPLI, lTPRI)+ 1, m = max(ITPLI,ITPRI)+ 1 and let x = n/m. x l ]0,1], so 
we have 
2; + $og (i) - (; + 1) log (; + 1) 60. 
This implies 
n+ ilog( :log(m)<y log (n + m). 
so 
n-l+ilog(n)-(n-l)ylog(m)-(m-l) 
n+m 
<- 2 log(n+m)-(n+m- 1). 
We can take n = min(lTpr.I,ITPR() + 1 = IT,,1 + 1 and m = max(l~p,Ir(T,,R() + 1 = 
ITP,l + 1. We have n+m - 1 = ITPLI + ITP,l + 1 = ITI. We finally get 
min(lT,,I, ITpRII + ~log(IqJl+l)-jr,,l+ 2 PAI + 1 log(lT,,l + 1) - 1% 
d v log(lTI + 1) - ITI, 
which yields 
~~~(IT~~.I,ITPRO+M(T~L)+M(T~R)QM(T). 0 
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Theorem 1. 
p, < I4 + 1 ,-log(lEl+ l)$ y 
2 
Proof. According to the definition of E- we have 
. IE-IBIF-I+ [G-l + min(JFI, ICI) + 2, if E = FG or E = F + G; 
l IE-[<IF-I,ifE=F* orE=F+; 
l IE-I=l,ifE=a,E=eorE=@. 
We first prove by induction that 
(I) [E-l <Nb(E) + IEl + S(E), 
where Nb(E) is the number of nodes v in T(E) such that d(v) = 2, and S(E) = 
W(E)) = LT(E),d(v)=2 min (IEyLI, IEyR 1). It is easy to see that (I) is verified if E = 
a, E or 8. Assume that (I) is verified for every subexpression of E and let us prove it 
for E. The induction hypothesis is 
1. if [E = F* or Ff], IF-1 <Nb(F) + IFI + S(F); 
2. if [E = F+G or F.G], IF-1 <Nb(F)+IFI+S(F) and [G-l <Nb(G)+IGI+S(G). 
Case 1: We have /E-l = IF-j+1 and by induction hypothesis we get /E-l <Nb(F)+ 
IFI + S(F) + 1. As I_!? = IFI + 1, Nb(E) = M(F) and S(E) = S(F), we get 
JE- I <Nb(E) + IEl + S(E). 
Case 2: We have [E-l = IF-1 + IG-l+ min (IFI, ICI) + 2. By induction hypothesis 
we get 
IE-1 <Nb(F) + IFI + S(F) +Nb(G) + IGI + S(G) + min(lF[, IG/) + 2. 
As IE( = IFI + IGI + 1, Nb(E) = Nb(F) + Nb(G) + 1 and S(E) = S(F) + S(G) + 
min (IFI, ICI), we get IE- I QVb(E) + IEl + S(E). 
T(E) is a 2-tree and S(E) = S(T(E)). So we can use Proposition 2 to bound S(E). 
We get 
S(E)< Ir(E)I + ’ \ 
2 log( + 1) - IW)I 
As Nb(E)<~(IT(E)I - 1) and IT( = IEI, we finally get 
,E-/ < IEI + ’ ,-log(lEl+l)+~. 0 
2 
3. Time complexity 
Theorem 2. A representation of E- can be constructed from E in linear time on the 
size of E (see Fig. 2). 
Proof. The size of E- being 0( IEl log IEI), it is not possible to write the expression 
E- in linear time on IEl. But we can compute a representation of E- in time and 
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Fig. 2. Representation f E- from E = (c + a) (E + b) 
space linear on (El. In order to construct F-G (or F- + G), it is sufficient to construct 
F- and to create a link to G, the creation of this link taking a constant ime. 
Let C(E-) be the number of elementary operations needed to construct his repre- 
sentation of E-. According to the Definition 1, we can write 
l C(E-)<C(F-)+C(G-)+k,ifE=FGorE=F+G; 
l C(E-)dC(F-)+k, ifE=F* orE=F+; 
a C(E-)6k, ifE=a, E=E orE=0, 
where k is a constant. This implies C(E-)<(k + 1)jEj. 0 
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